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a b s t r a c t

Leaning on concepts from landscape ecology and functional landscape connectivity, we

formulated and developed an operational definition of regional connectivity using a cost-

surface modelling approach to assess fire connectivity whereby its structural and spatial

components are explicitly isolated. Once the model is calibrated, it allows comparing dif-

ferent scenarios of vegetation composition and moisture contents. The use of commonly

available input data and an easy to implement method to code resistance to fire propagation

for a given landscape facilitates the application of this approach to other areas of interest.

Functional landscape connectivity with regard to fire propagation is expressed through cost

surfaces that are computed from a fire friction map and a random set of ignition points.

The spatial complexity of the cost surfaces is assumed to be proportional to the landscape

connectivity, and its fractal properties are used to measure and describe such spatial com-

plexity. The fractal dimension of a cost-surface serves to assess the regional connectivity

in terms of the spatial structure of frictions to fire spread, while the mean value of a cost-

surface describes the overall resistance to fire propagation across the landscape in a lumped,

non-spatial form. The fire friction map is derived using objective and empirically confirmed

techniques enabling to account for the major factors of general fire behaviour. Furthermore,

an easy to implement and repeatable method is presented to select the optimum size of

random sets of ignition points, implicitly fine-tuned to the spatial variation of the input

data. The model was tested on running a number of landscape scenarios based on a NFFL

fuel model map. An initial series of runs served to select an optimum number of ignition

points and to assess the model sensitivity to fuel moisture. Then, a set of three scenarios

of vegetation cover change was devised by replacing a fast fuel model by slower fuels, and

the existing network of fuelbreaks was also overlaid. The model performed as expected by

quantifying the differential resistance to fire spread implicit to such scenarios. As an overall

result, our model indicates that reducing the length scale of the landscape texture has a
greater effect preventing fire connectivity than creating large, homogeneous patches of fire

resistant vegetation.
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1. Introduction

Disturbances (natural or anthropogenic) can be defined as
relative discrete events in time that disrupt ecosystems,
communities or population structure, and can impact nat-
ural resources or the physical environment. This includes
both destructive or catastrophic events as well as less
notable natural environmental fluctuations. Examples of such
natural disturbances that interact with the landscape on
regional scales are for example wildland fires, earthquakes,
insect outbreaks, severe winds or ice storms. Anthropogenic
caused disturbances are, for example, grazing activities or
clear-cutting of large forested areas (Gardner et al., 1996;
Turner et al., 2001; Peterson, 2002; Chapin et al., 2002).
Another way to classify different disturbances is accord-
ing to their spatial structure and propagation across the
landscape into non-contagious and contagious disturbances.
Non-contagious disturbances are not altered by changing
landscape patterns—a hurricane for example does not change
its path because of a road or a fuelbreak in its way. Contagious
disturbances on the other hand, for which fire is representa-
tive, spread across a landscape dynamically interacting with
it. Though once started, the process of fire spreading across a
landscape is influenced by a wide range of temporal and spa-
tially variable environmental factors such as wind direction,
wind strength, rainfall or fuel moisture among others. This
process is also, and not less importantly, influenced by land-
scape specific features like terrain topography, fuel availability,
fuel type and fuel spatial distribution (Chandler et al., 1983;
Pyne, 1984; Kerby et al., 2007). An advancing fire front cannot
propagate if it encounters a sufficiently large fuel-less area. In
short, fire needs the landscape to be ‘connected’ by means of
continuous and flammable fuel patches to successfully prop-
agate through it (Miller and Urban, 2000; Peterson, 2002).

Landscape ecology has emerged by combining the spatial
approach of regional geography and the functional approach
of ecology, and it is focused on the influence of the land-
scape structure on ecological processes (Turner et al., 1989;
Turner et al., 2001). Merriam (1984) was first introducing the
term of landscape connectivity, defining it as the interac-
tion between a species features and the landscape structure
on the movement of the species populations across a cer-
tain territory. Thus, any propagation process does not only
depend on the species alone, but also on the landscape and its
structure influencing the species behaviour (Tischendorf and
Fahrig, 2000a). Two approaches towards connectivity are gen-
erally distinguished: structural and functional (Forman, 1995).
Structural connectivity is concerned with the spatial distri-
bution and contiguity of habitats across a landscape, often
excluding attributes of the species in question. It is measured
and analyzed using a wide range of parameters developed to
describe the topological structure of landscape patches (Hargis
et al., 1998; Gustafson, 1998). The functional approach consid-
ers connectivity as a landscape attribute which depends also
on the properties of a given species. According to Taylor et al.

(1993) landscape connectivity “. . . is the degree to which the
landscape facilitates or impedes movement among resource
patches”. Thus the same landscape is experienced differently
by diverse organisms. Species perceive and interact with the
2 1 1 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 121–141

same landscape at different spatial scales and are influenced
by different landscape features according to their overall
environmental niche (del Barrio et al., 2000; Goodwin, 2003).
This idea can be conveniently generalized to the movement
or propagation across a territory of a dynamic process that
depends on landscape properties. This work aims at applying
the concept of functional connectivity to the process of fire
spread.

The complex interactions between crown or surface fire
disturbances and landscape patterns have been studied using
a wide range of different models (Green, 1983; Gardner et al.,
1987; Turner et al., 1989; Turner and Romme, 1994; Pausas,
2003). In recent years, the models applied have moved to
more complex and advanced landscape dynamic models like
the ZELIG forest gap model (Miller and Urban, 1999a,b, 2000),
the EMBYR model (Hargrove et al., 2000), the LANDIS model
(Mladenoff and He, 1999; He and Mladenoff, 1999; Gustafson
et al., 2000) or models based on cell automata (Karafyllidis and
Thanailakis, 1997; Encinas et al., 2007). Those models simu-
late concrete fire events under dynamic conditions including
weather factors. They are possibly the best approach for real-
time simulation of evolving fires, and are to be used whenever
the position of an advancing fire front should be forecasted
(Coleman and Sullivan, 1996; Fujioka, 2002). However, they
pose an intrinsical difficulty to assess the contribution of the
landscape structure to the fire spread, as dynamic factors must
be fixed by holding them constant (Duncan and Schmalzer,
2004). For that reason, their use in landscape planning and
management is often associated to typical weather and start-
ing ignition conditions (e.g. Miller and Yool, 2002; Mistry and
Berardi, 2005), hence representativeness is somewhat lim-
ited. We propose here a new approach to model and assess
functional landscape connectivity for surface fire propagation
using a spatially explicit landscape model based on cost sur-
faces.

Though the potential and possibilities of cost-distance sur-
faces were early discovered (Warntz, 1965), only in the last few
years has this methodology gained more attention especially
in ecological and population modelling (for examples see del
Barrio et al., 2000; Michels et al., 2001; Adriaensen et al., 2003;
Chardon et al., 2003; Verbeylen et al., 2003; del Barrio et al.,
2006; Röder et al., 2007). This is most likely due to the fact
that suitable cost-distance algorithms are now included into
the available standard GIS software packages (Adriaensen et
al., 2003). The cost-distance modelling approach requires two
raster layers. In this work, the ‘friction surface’ or resistance
layer assigns a resistance to fire propagation to each single
landscape cell. The source layer indicates the spatial location
of the initial feature points, the ignition points in this case.
Based on the friction surface, a cost-distance algorithm calcu-
lates the minimum cumulative resistance, or least-costs, for a
fire to propagate to every landscape cell from its nearest igni-
tion point. In the resulting ‘cumulative least-cost distance surface’
(‘cost-surface’ for short) each value represents the difficulty
of a spreading fire to reach any location along the path which
offers the least resistance in terms of cumulative friction or

costs. The use of paths of minimum travel time between
fire nodes was already suggested by Finney (2002), and it is
greatly simplified by the least-cost method proposed in our
model.
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The resulting three-dimensional cost-distance surface
onveys the spatial structure of functional connectivity for fire
ropagation on a regional level. While this has mapping value
n its own, the comparison among different scenarios would
e greatly facilitated if a numerical indicator were used. To
uantitatively measure functional connectivity, Tischendorf
nd Fahrig (2000a,b) recommend, that whatever measurement
f connectivity is used, it should reflect the movement or
rocess in question among resource patches over the entire

andscape, and it should quantify properly the exact defini-
ion of functional landscape connectivity. We have used the
ractal dimension to assess the geometric complexity of the
ost-distance surface across the whole landscape through
ne single, intuitive numerical parameter (Leduc et al., 1994;
el Barrio et al., 2000). To the authors’ best knowledge, this
pproach has so far not been used in conjunction with fire
ropagation and functional landscape connectivity. It con-
ributes through specific objectives to the range of available

odels in fire ecology. But from a broader perspective, this
ork aims also at formalizing some basic elements of ecolog-

cal connectivity. This is done through two new contributions.
irst, the use of explicit functions controlling the affinity of
he movement for each landscape location, rather than using
mpirical relationships as it is done normally when work-
ng with biological species. And second, the use of a suite of
arameters of spatial structure to compare surfaces generated
rom different configurations of a driving factor.

The specific objectives of this work were:

1) to develop an objective method to code the friction surface
of fire prone landscapes, such that the fundamental fac-
tors governing fire propagation are accounted for and can
serve as a true representation of functional connectivity;

2) to test the use of fractal indices to quantify functional
connectivity for fire propagation on a regional scale;

3) to test the ability of our model to detect and quantify the
influence of changing vegetation (fuel) cover using differ-
ent scenarios with and without fuelbreaks.

In general these objectives are concerned with setting up a
odelling framework to assess landscape connectivity for fire

ropagation under different scenarios of fuel distribution. A
tudy region located in the Western Mediterranean has been
sed to parameterize the model through the adaptation of
vailable data, and model runs and simulation scenarios have
een designed to test the model performance. In this con-
ext, the creation of a realistic model assembly and testing
as received priority over making a realistic representation of
he fuel composition and fire dynamics in a case study region.

. Methods and techniques

.1. Study region

he Ayora Region is located in Eastern Spain within the

utonomous Community of Valencia. It covers an area of
pproximately 3300 km2. In general terms, the region is char-
cterized by a diversified and rugged topography. Altitude
anges from 20 m.a.s.l. to nearly 1200 m.a.s.l. The central part
1 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 121–141 123

consists of an undulated area with an average elevation of
about 600–700 m.a.s.l., which is interrupted by steep slopes
and the valleys of the rivers Rio Grande and Escalona draining
the region in easterly direction into the Jucar river and to the
coastal plains. West of this central area, running straight from
south to north, lies the Ayora-Cofrentes valley.

The climate is typically Mediterranean, with hot and dry
summer months and a mild winter. The average annual tem-
perature ranges from 13 to 18 ◦C. Mean annual precipitation
varies between 350 and 750 mm, showing a bimodal distribu-
tion with main maximum rainfalls in late autumn and early
winter months, and a secondary maximum in April or May.
Though all months receive rainfalls, the dry season between
July and August–September limits the vegetative period to
8–11 months. Potential evapotranspiration reaches its yearly
maximum during summer, causing a negative regional water
balance and extremely low moisture content of the vegetation
cover, and a very high fire-proneness in the region.

Rangelands account for 67% of the total land use and are
largely dominated by dense shrublands and, to a lesser degree,
by pine forests. These shrublands consist mainly of Quercus
coccifera oaks with Ulex parviflorus and/or Rosmarinus officinalis.
The pine forests are dominated by Pinus halepenensis and more
rarely Pinus pinaster. Today, the typical Mediterranean wood-
land formations of Quercus ilex, P. pinaster and Pinus halepensis
are only found on small remote and isolated areas. Agricul-
ture is concentrated on the more suitable areas of the eastern
plains and along the Ayora-Cofrentes valley. The mountain-
ous areas, once under traditional, labour intensive cultivation
were left behind. This has led, in particular at the end of
the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s, to high fuel con-
centrations on once cultivated areas enhancing the natural
fire-prone environmental conditions of the region.

2.2. Datasets used

2.2.1. Digital elevation model and slope layer
The digital elevation model (DEM) is required to derive the
slope values for calculating the potential maximum rate of
spread, which serves as one of the main parameter in this
approach to code the friction surfaces. The raster DEM for
this work was derived from 10 m contour lines from 1:25,000
topographic maps of the Spanish Servicio Geográfico del Ejército,
and its original resolution of 25 m was resampled to 30 m
using a bilinear interpolation. The slope layer was extracted
using the algorithm implemented in the IDRISI32 GIS software
(Eastman, 2001).

2.2.2. Fuel model layer
Based on the Spanish National Forest Map from 1993 (MAPA,
1993) the Ayora region was reclassified using the photograph-
ical identification key of the Spanish Forest Administration
(MAPA-ICONA, 1990), which assigns to each of the main vege-
tation structural types of eastern Spain one of the 13 National
Forest Fire Laboratory (NFFL) standard fuel models (Albini,
1976; Anderson, 1982). Throughout this work we used an early

version of the fuel model layer that was made available to us.
Table 1 shows the percentage of each of the fuel models found
in the Ayora region, and their spatial distribution across the
Ayora region is presented in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the largest
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Table 1 – Fuel models in the Ayora study region

Fuel model Typical fuel complex Percentage of total

Study region (%) Fuel covered area (%)

1 Short grass 2.9 5.0
2 Timber (grass and understory) 4.6 7.8
3 Tall grass 10.3 17.6
4 Chaparral 23.1 39.4
5 Brush 6.4 10.8
6 Dormant brush, hardwood slash 0.1 0.2
8 Closed timber litter 11.3 19.2

el cov
Percentages refer to total area of the study region (left) and to total fu
of the Ayora study region is covered by fuels.

part of the region belongs to the category of fast fuels through
which fire can easily spread at high propagation rates.

2.2.3. Fuelbreak layer
Fuelbreaks in Ayora are ranked in three orders of importance,
with a width ranging from 1 to 70 m. The fuelbreak layer was
rasterized from the version provided in vector format. Because
the cell resolution is larger than the width of the fuelbreaks
in many cases, only segments aligned with the northing and
easting directions could be represented by a closed chain of
cells after rasterization. Diagonal segments are approximated

by a stepped line of cells, thus allowing the cost algorithm
to cross the fuelbreaks through the diagonal cracks without
reflecting the higher costs that should be associated with the
crossing of them. Rothley (2005) and Theobald (2005) provide

Fig. 1 – Overview of the Ayora study region: spatial distribution o
UTM.
ered area (right). Note that only approximately 60% of the total area

an overview of the problems associated with cracks in friction
or resistance layers for cost-distance analysis. To overcome
this problem, we added a buffer of one cell to the rasterized
fuelbreak lines. Since the fuelbreaks are now three cells wide,
accuracy in location has been sacrificed in order to increase
the explaining power of the landscape model (Schneider and
Robbins, 1994). The fuelbreak network was incorporated to
this model as relative barriers, i.e. barriers which are very dif-
ficult to cross, but do not impede movement across them a
priori by declaring them absolute barriers for fire propagation.
2.3. Procedure for estimating regional connectivity

The whole procedure we propose for estimating functional
connectivity is visualized in Fig. 2 and can be broken down

f fuels and fuelbreak network. The grid coordinates are in
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ig. 2 – Overview of the essential steps of the presented
rocedure.

nto its essential parts as follows: (i) the calculation of the cost
urface as a spatially distributed estimate of the landscape
onnectivity for fire propagation; (ii) the extraction of fractal
roperties as an indicator of the spatial structure of such a
urface that can be used to compare different scenarios; and
iii) the final analysis and interpretation of the results.

.3.1. Cost-distance surface modelling
s already mentioned, two raster layers and a cost-algorithm
re required to model a cost surface. The friction layer
epresents a numerical estimate of the ‘true’ resistance
ncountered by a spreading fire in any given landscape cell,
nd the feature layer contains the spatial location of the igni-
ion points to initialize fire spread and cost-calculation. The
ostGrow algorithm implemented in the GIS package IDRISI is
sed in this study. It can handle large and complex friction
urfaces including relative and absolute barriers. Fire spread

s possible from any given cell into all eight adjacent ones: the
our cardinal directions and the diagonals. A correction fac-
or of

√
2 is applied for diagonal movements accounting for

he longer cost-distance. If more than one feature or ignition
1 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 121–141 125

point is present, the algorithm also identifies the nearest fea-
ture point corresponding to each cell in terms of cost-distance.
This, as well as a greater complexity of the underlying fric-
tion surface, is achieved at the expense of a rapidly increasing
number of passes or scans with the resulting increase in pro-
cessing time (Eastman, 1989; Eastman, 2001).

2.3.1.1. From factors influencing fire propagation to friction
values. Coding of the friction surface is essential in this
modelling framework. The effect of using wrong or arbitrary
friction values that do not reflect the relative differences of fire
resistance of different landscape features is that spatial con-
trasts of the resulting cost surfaces are changed or blurred.
The friction surface, to be both reliable and credible, should
be coded preferentially based on empirical data rather than on
expert judgement or on a set of arbitrary values (Tischendorf
and Fahrig, 2000b; Chardon et al., 2003). The most impor-
tant factors influencing fire spread are usually resumed under
the known term of fire-triangle: fuels – weather – topogra-
phy (Chandler et al., 1983). It is therefore essential that they
are included into the friction layer. With this arises a general
problem of cost-surface modelling that has to be addressed.
Any movement or propagation process is usually influenced
by several factors, rather than a single one. Whenever it is
necessary to consider more than one input factor and to
include them into the friction layer, weighting coefficients are
required to combine all desired factors into one single friction
layer. These weighting coefficient must represent the relative
importance of each of the factors. To overcome this problem
Verbeylen et al. (2003) for example tested several resistance
sets, and Röder et al. (2007) relied on expert judgement. To
avoid an extensive test procedure to approach experimentally
the correct weighting coefficients, or testing a high number
of different friction sets, we propose to resort to established
fire behaviour prediction methodology. The Rothermel model
(Rothermel, 1972) was used here to derive an objective and
reliable estimate of the resistance of each single landscape
cell towards fire propagation.

The semi-physical Rothermel fire spread model is based
on an energy balance and the law of conservation of energy
(Frandsen, 1971) and predicts the quasi-steady rate of spread
at the head of an advancing surface fire front independently
from its ignition point under no-slope and no-wind condi-
tions. After the influence of wind and slope are accounted for
by correction coefficients, the rate of spread ROS (m/min) is
given by

ROS = IR�

�bεQig
(1 + �w + �s) (1)

where IR is the reaction intensity (m/min), � the propa-
gation flux ratio (kJ/min m2), �b the ovendry bulk density
(kg/kg3), ε the effective heating number, Qig the heat of pre-
ignition (kJ/kg), �w the wind coefficient and �s is the slope
coefficient.

Under the assumption of no-wind conditions, the potential

maximum rate of spread ROSmax is always reached in the direc-
tion of maximum slope, and therefore depends only on fuel
type, fuel moisture content and slope of each landscape cell.
Dividing the cell size (in this case defined by the 30 m reso-
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Table 2 – The NFFL standard fuel models used in fire behaviour modelling (Albini (1976), cited in Anderson (1982) and
Velez (2000a); modified)

Fuel model Typical fuel complex Fuel loading (t/ha) Total Fuel bed
depth (m)

Moisture of extinction
of dead fuels (%)

1 h 10 h 100 h Live

Grass and grass-dominated
1 Short grass 1.6 – – – 1.6 0.3 12
2 Timber (grass and understory) 4.5 2.2 1.1 1.1 8.9 0.3 15
3 Tall grass 6.7 – – 6.7 0.8 25

Chaparral and shrub fields
4 Chaparral 11.2 9 4.5 11.2 35.9 2.0 20
5 Brush 2.2 1.1 – 4.5 7.8 0.6 20
6 Dormant brush, hardwood slash 3.4 5.6 4.5 – 13.5 0.8 25
7 Southern rough 6.5 4.2 3.4 0.83 20.9 0.8 40

Timber litter
8 Closed timber litter 3.4 2.2 5.6 – 11.2 0.1 30
9 Hardwood litter 6.5 0.9 0.3 – 7.7 0.1 25
10 Timber (litter and understory) 6.7 4.5 11.2 4.5 26.9 0.3 25

Slash
11 Light logging slash 3.4 10.1 12.3 – 25.8 0.3 15

37
62.8

max

slope of each landscape cell for each fuel model and each
moisture scenario. This simple procedure allows us to conve-
niently apply Eq. (2) within the GIS environment to calculate

Table 3 – Fuel moisture contents for low, medium and
high moisture scenario used in the sensitivity analysis

Fuel-load class Moisture scenario

Low Ayora Medium High

Dead 1-h moisture 3 4 6 12
Dead 10-h moisture 4 6 7 13
Dead 100-h moisture 5 8 8 14
Live herbaceous moisture 70 100 120 170
12 Medium logging slash 9.0 31.4
13 Heavy logging slash 15.7 51.6

lution) by the ROSmax we obtain an estimate of the potential
transit time Tpot that a fire front advancing at the potential
maximum rate of spread ROSmax needs to spread through it
and is given by the following simple equation

Tpot = sizepixel

ROSmax
(2)

where sizepixel is the cell size or pixel resolution and ROSmax

is the potential maximum rate of spread under no-wind con-
ditions.

The Rothermel model fire spread model is widely used
in fire ecology and modelling and is included into the fire
behaviour prediction system BEHAVE (Burgan and Rothermel,
1984; Andrews, 1986; Andrews and Chase, 1989; Andrews
et al., 2003), as well as the fire area simulator FARSITE
(Finney, 1998). Based on laboratory fire experiments, sev-
eral empirical equations were formulated to substitute the
equation terms as functions of measurable values for fuel
loading, fuel depth, fuel particle surface-to-volume ratio,
particle density, moisture content, mineral content, wind
speed, slope and moisture of extinction (Rothermel, 1972;
Chandler et al., 1983). The concept of fuel models arose
as a convenient method to represent the main and most
likely vegetation structural types found in the field, through
a stylized set of models according to the main vector of
fire spread and expressed by numerical values for the input
parameters above mentioned required by the Rothermel
model (see Table 2). The fuel moisture scenarios, a set of
five moisture content values for different vegetation parts
also called timelag classes (Table 3), are necessary to solve
the Rothermel equation for fire spread. The three mois-

ture scenarios (low, medium and high) used here for the
sensitivity analysis are based on empirical data and rep-
resent average mean values at different fire-hazard levels
found under typical environmental conditions, and are rec-
– 77.4 0.8 20
– 120.1 1.0 25

ommended when no site-specific data is available (Burgan and
Rothermel, 1984). In this sense, they can also be seen as sea-
son specific mean values representing changes imposed by
seasonal weather changes in fire-hazard levels. The moisture
scenario values used in this work for the scenario test-
ing exercise are region-specific values of the Ayora region
and stand for extreme fire-risk conditions. This set of val-
ues became available at a later stage of the work and for
that reason could not be used for the initial sensitivity
analysis.

Since BEHAVE does not handle raster layers and provides
results in tabular form only, we used it to calculate the ROSmax

for each of the NFFL fuel models present in the fuel layer
map assuming no-wind conditions at slope-steps of 5% and
for all of the moisture scenario sets we finally used. A loga-
rithmic regression was fitted to each fuel model and moisture
scenario, such that ROS is expressed as a function of the
Live woody moisture 70 100 120 170

The Ayora moisture scenario is later used for the scenario testing
procedure. The values are in (%) of dry weight of fuels.
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he underlying friction surface as needed for each of the sim-
lation runs.

The 13 NFFL standard fuel models we use have been estab-
ished as generalized expected mean values of vegetation
roups found throughout the United States with similar fire
ehaviour (Anderson, 1982), and we are aware of the limi-
ations associated with them when applied to vegetation in
outhern Europe. In particular, when the aim is an accu-
ate simulation of fire behaviour and fire spread in time and
pace in a specific region, it becomes necessary to develop
nd parameterize custom fuel models. Nonetheless, the 13
FFL standard fuel models, as well as custom fuel models
re commonly used in conjunction with either BEHAVE or
ARSITE to investigate and simulate the effects of fuel and
anagement activities in European Mediterranean regions

Velez, 2000a; Fernandes and Botelho, 2004; Duguy et al., 2007).
rocedures and general concepts for establishing custom fuel
odels can be found in Burgan and Rothermel (1984) and

urgan (1987) and for the specific case of Spain in MAPA-
CONA (1990). Part of this problem is possibly mitigated by
he recent introduction of an extensive set of additional fuel

odels (Scott and Burgan, 2005) which, though they might as
ell require a region specific parameterization, appear to be

ar more suitable for the predominant vegetation patterns and
ypes found throughout the Mediterranean regions of South-
rn European.

However, the model presented here does not intend to pre-
ict real fire spread or behaviour, but is rather concerned with
he functional connectivity of fuel scenarios at regional scales.
his said, our argument is that Tpot is an indirect, consis-

ent and valid estimate for the resistance offered by a single
andscape cell towards the propagation of fire: the longer it
otentially takes an advancing fire front to cross a landscape
ell, measured as potential transit time Tpot, the higher the
esistance and the higher its assigned friction value. In this
ine, and to emphasize the fact that we interpret the Tpot val-
es as friction values and use them for the calculation of
ost-distance surfaces, they remain unit-less and we refer to
hem by the denomination ‘potential’. Using this approach
or coding the friction layer has several advantages. Its cal-
ulation is consistent and unbiased for every landscape cell
nd is independent of the operator. But the main advantage
s that with this approach, the main factors of fire spread
an be merged into a single friction value, correctly weight-
ng them depending on their respective level of influence
sing a widely tested and applied methodology in fire ecol-
gy and fire modelling (see for examples Keane et al., 1998,
000; Russell and McBride, 2003; Stratton, 2004; Fernandes and
otelho, 2004; Duguy et al., 2007). Since all implicit landscape
eatures which influence fire spread are accounted for and
uantified, the resulting cost-surfaces convey functional con-
ectivity on a region-wide scale. And indeed, any available
pproach to calculate the ROSmax of an advancing fire front
an be considered as suitable, whether a semi-physical/semi-
mpirical or a strictly physical and multiphase approach is
sed. This choice will generally depend on data availabil-
ty and familiarity with any method of estimating ROSmax.
recent overview of available fire behaviour and modelling
ethods and approaches is given for example by Morvan et

l. (2004).
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2.3.2. Fractal estimation of functional connectivity
The geometric complexity, or roughness, of the resulting cost
surface can be used as an estimator of connectivity because
the more complex a cost surface is, the more deterministic will
be its effect on fire propagation. If connectivity for fire propa-
gation is low across the landscape, the resulting cost surface
will have a rugged topography, with a coarse spatial structure
in relation to the spatial structure of fire propagation. If con-
nectivity is higher, fire spread across the landscape is a more
uniform process resulting in a cost surface with less accen-
tuated and generally smoother topography. Fig. 3 provides an
example of the low moisture friction surface and one of the
resulting cost-distance surface in a three-dimensional per-
spective. Note that connectivity is a strictly spatial attribute
which depends on cost differences as a function of the dis-
tance between locations, not on absolute cost values at a single
location. For example, a large patch of a single fuel model that
is less fire prone and on gentle hill slopes will have homo-
geneously high friction values, which in turn will generate a
large and smooth hump in the cost-surface forming a kind of
mesa shape. This reflects that, in those conditions, fire would
propagate steadily, albeit slowly because of the high land-
scape resistance, but the propagation process itself would be
spatially homogeneous nonetheless. Therefore, the approach
developed in this study makes an explicit distinction between
the non-spatial component – quantified by a cost surface’s
overall mean cost – and the spatial component – the cost-
surface roughness – of fire propagation. The former addresses
overall means in a lumped form, while the latter addresses
spatial heterogeneity. The combined use of these indicators
facilitates the comparison of different cost surfaces.

A common way to quantify the spatial complexity of three-
dimensional surfaces is the use of the fractal dimension (DF).
It has been widely used to assess the roughness of topo-
graphic surfaces and profiles (see for example Burrough, 1981;
Mark and Aronson, 1984; Klinkenberg, 1992; Klinkenberg and
Goodchild, 1992; Xu et al., 1993; Pardini and Gallart, 1998;
Helfenstein and Shepard, 1999; Shepard et al., 2001). The
advantage of using DF is that it “. . . indicates the ability of
a set to fill the Euclidean space in which it resides, and is
the quantitative description for the fractal characteristics of
the investigated object” (Xu et al., 1993). DF thus integrates
the cost-surface roughness across the whole landscape into
one single, intuitive numerical parameter that is conceptu-
ally descriptive, easily measurable and suitable at a variety
of scales (Leduc et al., 1994; del Barrio et al., 2000) and com-
plies with Hobson’s (1972) recommendation of morphometric
parameters (Klinkenberg and Goodchild, 1992). Klinkenberg
(1992), building on the work of Mark and Aronson (1984),
compared the fractal dimension from 54 DEMs with 24 tra-
ditional geomorphometric parameters and showed that DF is
capturing some information about surfaces that traditional
morphometric surface parameters do not capture. Similar
results are reported by Outcalt et al. (1994). Among the several
methods to calculate DF, we selected the variogram method as
applied by Klinkenberg and Goodchild (1992). They compared

several methods and concluded that the variogram method is
the most “robust” fractal dimension estimator for topographic
surfaces. Based on the assumption that the surface has a sta-
tistical structure similar to a Brownian surface, the fractal
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Fig. 3 – Friction surface for the low moisture scenario (above) and one of the resulting cost-distance surface for 78 ignition
points in a 3D perspective. Note how some of the isolated fuel patches have no costs assigned as no ignition points fell
within the patch boundaries.
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imension DF can be obtained by the simple relationship.

F = 3 − 1
2

m (3)

here m is the slope of the best fitted least-squares line to the
og–log transformed semivariogram, which in case of statisti-
al self-similarity has a linear form (Burrough, 1981).

The fractal dimension is obtained from the first linear
egment of the log–log plot with a coefficient of determina-
ion r2 > 0.90. The maximum abscissa value of this segment is
alled the break-distance or scale of fractality and reflects the
cale length of fractal structure. Additionally, gamma is the
rdinate intercept of the fitted least-squares line and it rep-
esents the expected squared difference of values for points
unit distance apart (Klinkenberg and Goodchild, 1992). The
ata for variogram calculation was obtained by using a sam-
ling network of 10,000 sampling points distributed according
o a stratified-random design over fuel-covered areas. Fuel-
ess areas and isolated fuel patches with no costs assigned (not
ignited”) are automatically excluded from that sampling.

.4. Experimental design

he final aim of our model is the structural analysis of dif-
erent landscape scenarios and its influence on functional
onnectivity, not the prediction of dynamic fire behaviour
nder real environmental conditions. Because of the method
sed here to quantify landscape resistance towards fire
ropagation, this can be conveniently accomplished by the
e-assignation of different fuel models to vegetation patches
nd/or superimposing a fuelbreak network, while the gen-
ral climate conditions can be accounted for as different sets
f vegetation moisture contents. Each change can then be
imulated by generating a new friction surface to reflect the
elected changes and compute a corresponding cost surface.
s a previous step, it is necessary to address the problem of

he number and spatial allocation of the initial ignition points
or cost-calculation.

The experimental test approach outlined in this section
as designed specifically with these points in mind (Fig. 4).

n a first step, a sensitivity analysis procedure is carried out to
dentify an optimal number of ignition points and their spa-
ial allocation. It will also enable a preliminary assessment
f the influence of the three selected moisture scenarios (low,
edium and high), and to evaluate the consistency and stabil-

ty of the model results. The capability of our model to detect
nd to quantify changes in functional connectivity across a
hole landscape is tested on the second stage of our exper-

mental design, as outlined further below, and is based on
ifferent scenarios.

.4.1. Sensitivity analysis

.4.1.1. Methodology for the selection of initial ignition points.
magine a single ignition in the centre of the study area. The
esulting cost surface will have a bowl-like shape where accu-
ulated costs increase radially away from the centre, with
pronounced area of low costs in the close vicinity of the

gnition point. If a single ignition point was located in the
pper left corner, the resulting cost surface, although show-
1 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 121–141 129

ing some common patterns with the previous case, like the
area of low costs close to the ignition point location and
constantly increasing costs radially away, would have a sig-
nificantly different geometry and range of accumulated cost
values. This problem is further aggravated by ignition points
that fall within a fuel-less or not flammable area and return
an empty cost surface. These three examples clearly demon-
strate the pattern inherently linked to cost-surface modelling.
In our specific case it leads to the undesired effect of masking
relevant cost-surface structures or textural patterns by creat-
ing rather homogenous surfaces that do not necessary reflect
the landscape’s functional connectivity. We propose to solve
this problem as follows.

By increasing the number of ignition points, the deviation
in the parameters of the resulting cost surface, specifically the
fractal dimension DF, will converge and stabilize beyond a cer-
tain threshold, showing only a small range of variation when
cost-calculation is repeated several times with the same num-
ber of ignition points in different locations. In other words,
we seek to maximize the spatial complexity of the resulting
cost surfaces up to that point that the spatial complexity is
unaltered by the selected ignition points. That way we gener-
ate relevant (i.e. non-extreme) cost values for as much of the
landscape as possible in any cost surface derived from them.
Once this set of optimal number of ignition points is identified,
the model can be executed with them for simulated changes
in fuel configuration or moisture scenarios. The relative differ-
ences obtained between a defined reference and a simulated
scenario can then be interpreted as changes in functional con-
nectivity that we can attribute to the simulated scenarios.

The first test runs using arbitrary numbers of ignition
points with only a limited number of spatial repetitions
showed no obvious or detectable trend. We therefore decided
to use a step-wise procedure to identify the set with the opti-
mal number of ignition points. We used successive random
sets of logarithmically growing densities of ignition points to
generate preliminary results, each set consisting of 15 real-
izations or runs. These repetitions are necessary to ensure
the quality of results in terms of statistical variation, and to
detect possible outliers and still use sound statistical analysis
methods. The parameter trends are visually compared over
the whole range of computed sets to encircle the approximate
sub-range that contains the desired set. In the second step, we
use an ANOVA to identify the optimal set within that sub-
range that accounts for most of parameter variation of its 15
runs depending on a factor, in this case the moisture scenarios.

We tested a total of 19 sets (see the axis of abscissa in Fig. 7)
with 15 repetitions or runs each and at three moisture con-
tents (low, medium and high), such that the model was run 855
(19 × 15 × 3) times. The number of ignition points selected is of
course non-realistic from the perspective of fire behaviour pre-
diction and modelling. But cost surfaces are a representation
of connectivity across the landscape, and as such intrinsically
different from burning scenarios in a dynamic fire behaviour
model. A Monte Carlo approach might be argued in the sense
of multiple replications of single ignitions and subsequent

computation of corresponding cost-distance surfaces. If this
process is repeated often enough, say a 1000 times for exam-
ple, the problems just discussed could have been possibly
mitigated in part. For the scenarios we finally tested (see
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ction
Fig. 4 – Flowchart of the experimental test approach for sele
analysis.

the following section) and at three different moisture sets,
we would have to run our model on a total of 24 (4 × 2 × 3)
friction surfaces times one thousand. That would accumu-
late to a total of 24,000 cost-surface calculations requiring
access to serious processing capacities which are seldom
available.

2.4.1.2. Influence of moisture scenarios. The use of moisture
scenarios is conditioned by the requirements of the fire spread

model of Rothermel, and for the sensitivity analysis we were
forced to use published empirical mean values. Nonetheless,
these values can be interpreted as representative of differ-
ent fire-hazard conditions or for seasonal climate patterns
of the optimal number of ignition points and sensitivity

present in Mediterranean-type ecosystems along a year. Vege-
tation moisture content greatly influences the fire combustion
process and therefore general fire behaviour (Chandler et al.,
1983; Pyne, 1984). The influence on the rate of spread of an
advancing fire front under different moisture scenarios can be
appreciated from Fig. 5. Since the friction value Tpot is a direct
function of ROSmax we are able to include this change within
our model by using a different friction layer for each speci-
fied moisture scenario. If we are able to distinguish between

cost-distance surfaces associated to different moisture values,
our model would not only serve to assess regional connectiv-
ity in general, but also to monitor changes or differences in
connectivity in time.
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Fig. 5 – Potential rate of spread of the fuel m

The rate of spread for the different fuel models in the Ayora
egion under high moisture content decreases greatly com-
ared to the low moisture scenario rate (Fig. 5). Additionally,
he differences between different fuel models become blurred
r converge to a similar level. Note that fuel model 1 (short
rass) is not ignited (ROSmax = 0) under high moisture condi-
ions, as its dead fuel moisture of extinction of 12% is reached
compare Tables 2 and 3).

.4.2. Modelling changes in landscape connectivity
he scenario strategy (Fig. 6) is to replace in our reference
cenario the fuel model 4 (chaparral) in the fuel layer, a fast
uel where fire propagates at high spread rates, successively
y the slower fuel model types 5 (brush), 6 (dormant brush)
nd 8 (closed timber litter). We are aware, that it is highly
mprobable that Mediterranean shrublands naturally evolve
o closed timber litter formations. However, it is unfortu-
ately still possible to observe reforestation projects in Spain
y which large patches of Q. coccifera and even Q. ilex were
eplaced by dense and coetaneous masses of fast-growing
ines or eucalyptus for timber production. Nonetheless, these
cenarios do not intend to simulate a plausible vegetation
uccession in a Mediterranean ecosystem, but instead aim at
esting the model sensitivity. The slower spread rates trans-
ate into higher resistance or friction values and finally in a
ecrease of connectivity across the whole landscape. To show
hat our model is working correctly, it should be able to reflect
nd detect these changes.

The second scenario set is identical to the above described
ne, except that this time the fuelbreaks of the Ayora region
re included. The network is organized in three fuelbreak
rders. The 1st order fuelbreaks are assigned a fixed friction of
540, the 10-fold of the maximum friction of the Ayora mois-
ure scenario friction surface (354 friction units). The second
nd third fuelbreaks are assigned fixed frictions of 1416 and
08, respectively, equivalent to 40% and 20% of the first order
uelbreaks in an intent to reflect the relative differences in
idth under the assumptions that a direct relationship exists
etween fuelbreak order and effectiveness (friction) and that
he fuelbreaks would not really stop a fire but rather slow

t down. We assigned the friction values to the fuelbreaks
ather arbitrarily in comparison with the sound approach to
ode the general friction surface of the fuel models. Unfor-
unately, we are not aware of how we could solve the issue
s at low and high moisture content of fuels.

with the fuelbreak network satisfactorily. Including the net-
work of fuelbreaks this way comes at a significant expense.
The scale of friction values is no longer consistent between
the scenario sets with and without fuelbreaks, as well as it is
not consistent between the three fuelbreak orders. As a direct
consequence, the absolute values of the scenario parameters
with and without fuelbreaks are not directly comparable any-
more in a quantitative sense. For the same reason, we refrain
from trying to quantify or interpret the influence of the differ-
ent fuelbreak orders separately on their own, but consider the
network as a single landscape feature.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sensitivity analysis

The results of the sensitivity analysis for the three fractal
parameters, as well as for the mean costs of the cost sur-
faces as a lumped, non-spatial estimate of the overall cost,
are shown in Fig. 7.

The mean costs show the most constant trend among the
four parameters, steadily decreasing with increasing numbers
of ignition points. The larger the ignition point densities, the
shorter the average cost-distance from any cell to its nearest
ignition point. The differences between the three moisture
scenarios reflect the general growing friction values associ-
ated with increasing moisture content of fuels. In general,
the differences between moisture scenarios diminish with
decreasing mean cost to finally nearly disappear when the
point density reaches maximum values. This indicates that,
under extreme circumstances when fire density is very high,
the differences in frictions loose much of its influence on
fire propagation over the whole landscape. Apparently, dif-
ferences between low and high, and between medium and
high moisture scenarios is visible, though between the low
and medium moisture scenario they become less pronounced
with higher point densities.

Break distance B or the scale of fractality shows a sim-
ilar decreasing trend with growing point density. A central

range is visible with a steady and smoother decreasing trend,
but within it no evident distinction is possible between the
three moisture scenarios. The sets with fewer ignition points,
though also showing a general decreasing trend, seem not to
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Fig. 6 – Ayora scenarios without fuelbreaks. The Ayora fuelbreak scenarios differ only in the additional fuelbreaks included.
in F
The spatial distribution of the fuelbreaks can be appreciated

given in Fig. 1.

follow any recognizable pattern whereas at high point densi-
ties the values start to diverge.

By comparison, the fractal dimension DF shows an inverse
trend. DF values increase with growing point density, but again
a similar general three-part structured pattern is apparent.
The central range, between the sets of 30 and 330/534 igni-
tion points, shows a monotonous increase and very modest
differences among moisture scenarios. To the left and right
of this central range, DF becomes less stable with increased
differences between the moisture scenarios. This progression
reflects, like the decreasing mean costs, the overall growing
connectivity induced by the high density of spread points

across the friction surface. As fewer ignition points create a
coarse structure with only few local minima, the resulting
cost topography centered around them spans across the whole
landscape, but with little local variation, and generally high
ig. 1. The legend (not shown here) is identical to the legend

cost values for each landscape cell. The increase in ignition
point density creates more local minima evenly distributed
across the landscape which results in a cost-surface topog-
raphy characterized by a finer texture, albeit with generally
lower costs for each cell.

Using a more figurative description: low ignition point den-
sities create a coarse-scale cost topography with low space
filling capability in three-dimensional space despite its high
overall mean costs, and thus the lower fractal dimension.
Whereas a high point density creates a cost topography at
a finer-scale, though generally with much lower mean costs,
which translates into a higher space filling capability and thus

a higher fractal dimension.

The finer the texture of the cost-surface topography, the
smaller the break distance or scale length needed to detect
and to measure its fractal structure, whereas with coarser
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Fig. 7 – Results of the sensitivity analysis. The sets with their number of ignition points are on the abscissa. Values are
mean values based on the 15 runs per set (left) and their respective coefficients of variation (right) for the extracted
p (DF

t
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arameters mean costs, break distance (B), fractal dimension

exture a larger break distance is necessary. If one would
se inappropriate break distances for these kind of sur-

aces, where fractality occurs only within a limited spatial
ange of length scales, surfaces would look smooth and

eature-less.

In general, the mean values of the gamma parameter G for
he sets of the moisture scenarios seem to stay constant and to
eep the relative differences between the moisture scenarios,
) and gamma (G).

especially in the central range. The rather constant values over
the whole range of ignition point sets make gamma look much
like a spatial noise.

To compare the magnitude of variation within the differ-

ent sample sets, we use the coefficient of variation (CV). It is
expressed in a percentage ratio and allows to compare data
samples with greatly varying standard deviation and mean
values (Sachs, 1982; Sokal and Rohlf, 1995).
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The coefficient of variation of the mean costs shows no
apparent pattern, with sudden jumps especially for the sets
below 78 ignition points and again at set 330. But in general
terms, the CV of mean costs reaches low levels with increasing
ignition points.

For the spatial parameters DF, B and G the general three-
part pattern becomes now clearly visible. The central range
between sets of 30 and 204 or 330 ignition points have the
lowest overall CV, with the exception of B, for which the stable
section clearly starts with a sharp drop between sets 48 and
78. But as a general pattern for the three spatial parameters,
with increasing ignition points the variation increases to reach
differences in CV several times greater than their respective
central section. The same is apparent for the sets below 30 or
48 ignition points for fractal dimension and gamma, though
here the variation does not reach values has high as observed
with high ignition point densities.

Though it was initially supposed that, in general, param-
eter variations would show a decreasing trend as ignition
point density is increased, only the mean of the cost surface,
the non-spatial, statistical parameter, follows this hypothe-
sis. All the spatial parameters display a common, more or
less coinciding, range with a relatively stable pattern within
a fractal scale length B between 10,000 and 20,000 m and is
associated with the sets between 20/48 and 204/330 ignition
points and with respective DF values between 2.525 and 2.575.
We interpret that this stable segment is caused by a spatial
tune between the spatial structure of the landscape friction as
parameterized for this particular case, and the spatial density
of ignition points. For that reason, the algorithm sensitivity to
fuel moisture is searched within this interval.

As the optimal number of ignition points should be charac-
terized by robust, consistent and reliable mean values for

the fractal dimension based on the 15 repetitions – the most
important spatial parameter of the cost-distance surfaces –
we apply a one-way ANOVA to the sets 30–204 using the three
moisture scenarios as the independent factor (Table 4). To

Table 4 – Summary table for the one-way ANOVAs for the selec

Factor: moisture
scenario

Number of ignition
points

Dependent variable
mean DF

Low 30 2.545
Medium 2.537
High 2.514

Low 48 2.547
Medium 2.540
High 2.529

Low 78 2.566
Medium 2.558
High 2.535

Low 126 2.565
Medium 2.561
High 2.541

Low 204 2.584
Medium 2.577
High 2.559

Homogenous subsets as given by the Scheffe post hoc multiple compariso
2 1 1 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 121–141

identify the set where most variance is explained we use the
partial ETA squared value (Bahrenberg et al., 1992). The prereq-
uisites for a reliable ANOVA – normal distribution and equal
variance among groups – were tested with Shapiro-Wilk and
Levene’s test, respectively.

Differences among the three moisture scenarios are statis-
tically significant for all sets with significance values p ≤ 0.001,
except for set 48 with p = 0.012. The factor moisture scenario
accounts most for data variance at set number 78 where the
partial ETA squared value is 0.518. The Scheffe’s post hoc test
for this set reveal that in fact, only the high moisture scenario
is statistically significant from both low and medium mois-
ture scenario, while low and medium moisture scenario values
show no statistically detectable differences. This is most likely
due to fuel model 8 (closed timber litter) which covers nearly
20% of the total fuel area, but does not ignite at high moisture
values and is therefore excluded from sampling.

Since no statistically significant difference can be detected
between low and medium moisture when directly compared,
the conclusion is that with the optimal number of igni-
tion points selected – set 78 – the influence of the moisture
content can not be assessed for lower levels of vegetation
moisture contents. Also, as a practical conclusion, and since
both scenarios can not be distinguished from each other,
nothing speaks against using Ayora specific moisture val-
ues for the scenario test procedure as the Ayora moisture
values lie between the low and medium moisture scenario
values.

3.2. Scenario modelling

The results of the Ayora and Ayora fuelbreak scenario sets
(denoted with fb) are displayed in Table 5 and in Fig. 8. Gamma

values are not included in the table. We decided to exclude
this parameter as in the course of the sensitivity analysis it
became evident that gamma does not provide interpretable
information about cost surfaces.

ted sets of ignition point numbers

: d.f. F Sig. Partial ETA
squared

Homogenous
subsets

2 8.744 0.001 0.294 B
B
A

2 4.906 0.012 0.189 B
B
A

2 22.605 0.000 0.518 B
B
A

2 16.131 0.000 0.434 B
B
A

2 12.160 0.000 0.367 B
B
A

n range test.
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Table 5 – Results of the modelled scenarios

Ayora scenario Mean costs Break distance (B) Fractal dimension (DF)

Mean S.D. CV Mean S.D. CV Mean S.D. CV

Reference 1399 73 5.2 14,933 1280 8.6 2.561453 0.013746 0.5
1 2088 127 6.1 15,200 1897 12.5 2.546520 0.014377 0.6
2 1755 102 5.8 15,133 1642 10.8 2.554173 0.014914 0.6
3 4939 160 3.2 13,929 1439 10.3 2.518107 0.015198 0.6

Ayora fuelbreak scenario (fb) Mean costs Break distance (B) Fractal dimension (DF)

Mean S.D. CV Mean S.D. CV Mean S.D. CV

Reference (fb) 2964 210 7.1 20,133 3091 15.4 2.655380 0.011061 0.4
1 (fb) 3752 232 6.2 19,800 2933 14.8 2.644993 0.014931 0.6
2 (fb) 3366 221 6.6 20,000 3117 15.6 2.650800 0.013441 0.5
3 (fb) 7076 285 4.0 18,143 2656 14.6 2.588364 0.016894 0.7

ce (B)

t
i
a

F
f

Statistics given for the extracted parameters mean costs, break distan
scenario (fb).
Two aspects are apparent from a first look in Fig. 8. First,
he parameters of both scenario sets display identical patterns
n their within set differences between the three scenarios
nd their respective reference. And second, the scenarios

ig. 8 – Results of the Ayora scenarios on the left and Ayora
uelbreak (fb) scenarios on the right.
and fractal dimension (DF) of the Ayora scenario and Ayora fuelbreak

with fuelbreaks are on higher absolute value levels than their
corresponding counterpart without fuelbreaks. We will first
concentrate on the former aspect.

As expected, the mean costs for all three scenarios are
higher then the reference costs since the chaparral fuel was
substituted consecutively by slower fuels. The highest mean
costs displayed in scenario 3 correspond to the slowest of all
three fuel types used in the replacement, the lesser costs in
scenarios 1 and 2 are matched by the smaller differences in
spread rates of the corresponding fuel models.

Fractal dimension values (DF) are inversely proportional to
the mean costs, as we could already observe during the sen-
sitivity analysis. The largest difference between the reference
and a scenario value is again found at scenario 3. While the
fractal dimensions of scenarios 1 and 2 are also smaller than
the reference value, the differences between both appear to
be minimal.

The break distance (B) seems not to be affected by the
changes made, though a minimal decrease in break distance
seems to be the case in scenario 3.

Again, a one-way ANOVA is applied to the three parameters
as dependent variables and the scenario set as independent
factor. The results are presented in Table 6. While no statis-
tically significant difference can be detected between break
distances the differences in mean costs are highly significant
(p < 0.001). Scheffe’s post hoc test clearly separates all scenar-
ios from the reference and from each other.

The ANOVA for fractal dimension values also detects statis-
tically significant differences among the scenarios (p < 0.001).
Scheffe’s post hoc tests can detect only differences between
scenario 3 and the others, but not among them.

In summary, this statistical analysis reveals that the
changes made by substituting fuel model 4 (chaparral) with
slower fuel models attract significantly higher mean cost for
fire spread across the landscape. In addition to that, the largest
change in the generated cost-surface structure is found in sce-

nario 3, where fuel model 8 (closed timber litter) was included.
If we concentrate on the clearly different situations the refer-
ence scenario and scenario 3 represent, we can facilitate the
interpretation of these results.
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Table 6 – Summary table for the one-way ANOVAs for the Ayora scenario without fuelbreaks

Factor: fuel
scenario

Number of
ignition points

Dependent
variable: mean DF

d.f. F Sig. Partial ETA
squared

Homogenous
subgroups

Reference 78 2.561 3 24.328 0.000 0.570 A
1 2.547 3 A
2 2.554 3 A
3 2.518 3 B

Factor: fuel
scenario

Number of
ignition points

Dependent
variable: mean B

d.f. F Sig. Partial ETA
squared

Homogenous
subgroups

Reference 78 14,933 3 1.987 0.127 0.098
1 15,200 3
2 15,133 3
3 13,929 3

Factor: fuel
scenario

Number of
ignition points

Dependent variable:
mean costs

d.f. F Sig. Partial ETA
squared

Homogenous
subgroups

Reference 78 1399 3 2635.758 0.000 0.993 A
1 2088 3 B
2 1755 3 C

ariso
3 4939

Homogenous subsets as given by the Scheffe post hoc multiple comp

The reference scenario stands for a high fire-risk situation.
Large areas are covered with fuel model 4 which is associ-
ated to the typical dense shrublands dominating the Ayora
region with ca. 40% of the total fuel covered area, and is char-
acterized by highly flammable fuels and high fuel loads. These
shrublands are widely distributed across the whole landscape
in patches of different sizes partly interwoven and bordering
with many patches of other fuel types (see Fig. 6). Fire spreads
at ease with high spread rates across the landscape, which
is expressed through the lower mean costs of the reference
situation when compared to the three tested scenarios, but
specially when compared to scenario 3. Each time the fire
spread crosses into a patch with a different fuel type, irreg-
ularities are induced onto the cost surface at the boundaries
between two adjacent patches as the overall friction values
change according to the fuel model and the associated fric-
tion of the new patch. These local, line-shaped irregularities
create a fine-scale textured topography which is reflected in
the relatively higher fractal dimension.

The situation in scenario 3 is the lowest fire-risk situation
included in the scenario procedure. Fuel model 8 (closed tim-
ber litter) stands for well-developed forest stands with little
understory and much lower fuel loads and spread rates. As
fire encounters more resistance when spreading across this
fuel type, the increase in costs is very high. A significant part
of the region is covered by this fuel type, somewhat concen-
trated on the central parts in few relatively large patches,
which are more or less surrounded by fuel model 4 (chaparral)
(see Fig. 6). By substituting all the chaparral patches by closed
timber litter, the percentage of total area now covered by this
fuel model is raised from 19.2% to nearly 60% becomes the
dominating fuel in the region. And if we keep in mind the

spatial neighbourhood relationship between the patches of
both fuel types, in the process of substitution an apparent dif-
ferent spatial arrangement of fuels is created. Not only has
the total area covered by fuel model 8 increased dramatically,
3 D

n range test.

but now fuel model 8 (closed timber litter) is concentrated in
what could be described as one single homogenous and con-
tinuous fuel patch. When fire spreads across the landscape
under this spatial setting, it encounters this large contigu-
ous patch of a high resistance to fire spread, and the mean
cost increases significantly. But the spreading process itself is
steady and homogenous across a wide extent of the landscape
since changes in fuel type are now less likely. The cost topog-
raphy of the surfaces resulting from this spatial arrangement
of fuels display a large high-cost mesa shape extending over
much of its central area. Since this cost mesa is in general
characterized by a very homogenous texture with little local
irregularities its space-filling ability is not really increased at
the current extent of the study region. This phenomenon is
what causes the lower fractal dimensions of the cost-distance
surfaces of scenario 3.

The first impression gained at the beginning, that the gen-
eral pattern of within set differences is identical in the sets
with and without fuelbreaks, is confirmed by the ANOVA and
the Scheffe post hoc tests applied to the results of the Ayora
fuelbreak scenarios. That is, we find again statistically signif-
icant differences among all scenarios in their surface mean
costs (p < 0.001). And again, only the scenario 3(fb) has a signif-
icantly different spatial cost structure reflected by the fractal
dimension value (p < 0.001), while scenarios 1(fb) and 2(fb)
show no apparent change in their spatial structure. Since
these results are identical, the corresponding tables are not
presented neither discussed here. Though the Ayora and Ayora
fuelbreak scenarios cannot be compared directly with each
other due to the friction scale inconsistency introduced by
the arbitrary way the fuelbreaks were coded, some important
conclusions can be drawn from the results.
The interesting and really important point is the fact that
the parameter values in the Ayora fuelbreak scenario are
increased by what seems to be a constant value when we
compare them to their corresponding scenario without fuel-
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reaks. Of course this constant value is directly associated to
he friction values assigned to the fuelbreaks. If the assigned
rictions were higher or lower than those based on the 10-fold
f the friction maximum, the constant off-set would certainly
e higher or lower respectively than the one observed in the
esults. But the point here is, that whenever fuelbreaks are
ncluded, this off-set like increase in parameter values would
lways be observed. Thus, as the underlying friction surface
r landscape structure is identical between the two scenario
ets – except for the fuelbreaks – this off-set increase is the
irect influence of the fuelbreak network when present in the

andscape. The magnitude of the influence of the fuelbreak
etwork on the landscape becomes clearly evident when we
eep in mind that fuelbreaks account only for 0.8% of the total
uel cover, while the differences displayed between the ref-
rence scenario and scenario 3 involved substituting nearly
0% of the total fuel cover by a less fire-prone fuel model.
o, although fuelbreaks only account for very small part of
he total area the impact caused has an impressive result on
he spatial structure of the cost surface. The influence of the
uelbreaks is displayed in both the mean costs and the fractal
imension of the cost surfaces.

When crossing the fuelbreaks a local line-shaped irregu-
arity is induced along the whole fuelbreak network, a kind
f contiguous high-friction ridge spanning across the surface.
his is much like the effect of crossing into patches of differ-
nt fuel types, but with much higher local costs involved since
uelbreaks offer a higher resistance. This friction-ridge leads
o an increase of the spatial heterogeneity impeding homoge-
ous and constant fire spread across the landscape, which

s reflected by the increase in the fractal dimension of the
ost surfaces. While this effect is restricted locally to the fuel-
reaks, the landscape wide increase in resistance towards fire
ropagation is evident in the mean cost of the respective sur-
aces. Both combined effects of fuelbreaks seem to be more
ffective in mitigating the general fire-prone character of a
andscape than substituting even large patches of fast fuels
y significantly slower fuels. At this point it is convenient to
tress that only the contribution of the landscape structure is
eing discussed, and that simulations of real fire events under
ynamic conditions might lead to a different result.

If a fuelbreak network is planned, it should be carefully
esigned to adapt to the local landscape with fuelbreaks
laced along “hot-spots” for fire propagation like between fast
uel areas or parallel along roads to maximize the impact on
re propagation and minimizing the visual impact onto the

andscape.
But the general conclusion from this scenario analysis is

hat connectivity for fire propagation may be impeded sub-
tantially by increasing the spatial heterogeneity of the fuel
atrix and shifting it to a finer texture (i.e. decreasing its scale

ength or ‘up-scaling’ the landscape). Since crossing into fuel
atches of slower fuel types has a similar impact, though of
lesser magnitude, it is recommendable to plan for patches

f slow fuels interspersed across the landscape. Such scale
ependency between fuel load grain and fire spread was also

ound by Kerby et al. (2007). Placed strategically in between
ast fuels or in their close vicinity, the resulting heterogeneity
s the real crucial factor to slow down fire spread, rather than
he effect of fire resistant fuel patches by themselves. Finney
1 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 121–141 137

(2001) found also that certain treatment patterns reduce the
spread rate over the whole landscape, even outside the treat-
ment units where the fire was forced to flank. One advantage
of the model presented in this work is that both the intrinsical
resistance and the spatial arrangement (size and intersper-
sion) of fuel patches associated to candidate scenarios can be
assessed explicitly in terms of their respective contributions
to the connectivity of fire spread.

Since “replacing” fast fuels by slow fuel types involves
major changes in vegetation cover, those measures have to
be carefully planned ahead and executed since the time scale
involved extents to the order of one or two decades and do
not come into effect for a long time until the forest stands
are well developed. Nonetheless, local fuel thinning mea-
surements and controlled grazing activities to keep fuel load
constantly low in critical and strategic important areas with
a controlled spatial arrangement as suggested above, would
yield a more “natural” and integrated fuelbreak network which
can be implemented and maintained in fire-prone landscapes.

Though this kind of recommendations are already known
under the terms of shaded fuelbreak concepts (Agee et
al., 2000) and preventive silvi-cultural forest management
(Gonzalez Rebollar et al., 1999; Velez, 2000b), converging to
them using our approach to regional connectivity imple-
mented here shows its own potential, with the additional
advantages of standardized input data, automatic compu-
tation, and generating output results in cartographic (GIS)
format.

4. Concluding remarks

This work presents a new approach to assess the structural
contribution of a landscape to fire propagation. It is based on
the estimation of connectivity through cost-distance surfaces.
The basic steps are: (i) coding of an existing fuel distribution
map to friction, as the time required by fire to cross every
cell at the working resolution; (ii) specification of a network
of simulated ignition points from which cost-distances will
be computed, in terms both of spatial pattern and number
of simulations required to build a statistical distribution; (iii)
modelling of cost surfaces for each realization of the ignition
points network; (iv) computing the fractal dimension of indi-
vidual cost surfaces as a descriptor of their spatial complexity;
(v) using the statistical distribution of fractal parameters
to estimate the landscape connectivity for fire propagation.
Results from this approach suit particularly well to relative
comparisons among different scenarios of fuel distribution
and properties. Some of its steps involve important decisions
and assumptions that are summarized below for a general
application of the approach.

4.1. Calculation of friction surfaces

The friction values were assigned based on existing and
accepted methods from fire behaviour prediction modelling.

By coding the friction surface using the potential transit time
Epot through any given cell, we can account for some of the
major factors influencing general fire behaviour known as
the fire-triangle: slope as topography factor, vegetation for-
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mations as NFFL standard fuel models, and general climate
conditions as different sets of vegetation moisture contents.
This way our approach becomes spatially explicit. Moreover,
we obtain a consistent, unbiased and repeatable scale for
friction values, making it unnecessary to identify weighting
coefficients for the different input factors to merge them into
one single friction surface.

The NFFL standard fuel models were developed for veg-
etation formations in the USA and did not aim at being
representative of the vegetation structure in other parts of the
world. This is true too for the study area used in this work,
and as a result the parameterization used here may not reflect
properly the actual response of that landscape to fire. Never-
theless, this kind of fuel models make an acknowledged need
for fire management in landscapes and adaptations have been
developed for many areas including Mediterranean Spain (see
cited literature in the preceding section on data sets), and new
methods to devise them are being rapidly evolved (Velasco,
2000; Riaño et al., 2001, 2002). Their use as input data in mod-
elling approaches such as that discussed here only stresses
their potential and the urgent need to develop sources of
parameterized information on the landscape.

Still, an unbiased and objective method for coding of the
fuelbreak’s friction values has to be found to enable us to
include the effect of fuelbreaks consistently with the friction
scale applied to the landscape. Of particular interest is the
inherent difficulty of representing linear and narrow features
in a raster format, and especially the typical width of these
features with respect to the working raster resolution.

4.2. Selection of initial ignition points

To overcome or at least to minimize the fragmentation effect
induced by the spatial arrangement of fuels, which may
appear in patches surrounded by non-burning areas, a simple
but effective calibration approach was developed. The model
aims at the structural analysis of landscape scenarios rather
than the dynamic simulation of concrete fire events over it.
Therefore, the objective of this calibration is to set a number
of random and simultaneous ignition points that optimizes
the generation of relevant cost values for as much territory
as possible in any cost surface. This is technically defined
as maximizing the spatial complexity of the resulting cost
surfaces. Too many or too few points will result in cost sur-
faces with very small or very large values, respectively, any
of which possibilities creating rather homogeneous textures
that are unsuitable to assess connectivity. The practical out-
come is that the number of cost surfaces required to show
significant differences among scenarios is greatly reduced, as
it is the required computing time compared with other pos-
sible approaches to the selection of suitable ignition points.
Successive random sets of logarithmically growing densities
of ignition points are used to generate preliminary results.
Each set consists of 15 realizations or runs that are neces-
sary to ensure the quality of results in terms of statistical
variation and to detect possible outliers and still use sound

statistical analysis methods. Those sets serve to assess the
general model response and simultaneously to find the opti-
mal number of ignition points for further application. As this
number is fine-tuned to the sources of spatial variation of the
2 1 1 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 121–141

input data, when including new data of different spatial char-
acteristics it is necessary to repeat the calibration procedure.
Finding a formal relationship between the spatial structure
of a given fuel scenario and the optimal density of ignition
points would greatly benefit this approach by reducing signifi-
cantly the time consuming calibration procedure and making
it possible to directly compare results from different regions.

4.3. General model performance

The general performance of our approach is satisfactory and
promising. During the sensitivity test procedure, it yielded
results consistent with what could be expected.

The mean costs decreased clearly with growing point den-
sity, while the fractal dimension captured the changes in cost
topography complexity. The break distance or scale of frac-
tality evolved consistent with the fractal dimension values,
reflecting the change in scale needed to detect the fine-scaled
surface texture at higher numbers of ignition points. The
gamma values exhibited a noise-like constant progression at
specific values, but no real change was apparent, leading to the
conclusion that this parameter does not provide any helpful
or interpretable information about these cost surfaces.

This part of the model may be used in other ecological mod-
els. In more general terms, the use of a fractal approach to
assess changes in the spatial heterogeneity of a response sur-
face, such as cost surfaces in this work, ensures a consistent
and explicit method to account for the impact of a given driver
on the spatial scale of the resulting pattern. For example, the
impact of climate change scenarios on the distribution of a
certain species has been assessed in terms of changes in the
fractal dimension of the associated suitability surfaces fitted
using climatic variables as predictors (del Barrio et al., 2006).

The model is apparently sensitive to broad changes in
moisture contents as the results at both extremes of point
densities showed some visible differences. However, within
the range of results from which the optimal number of ignition
points was selected, the model was not able to detect statis-
tically significant differences between moisture values in the
drier end of the scale.

We successfully distinguished during the scenario tests
between situations of different fire-hazard levels and the
results in mean costs and the fractal dimension were
interpretable. Furthermore, though we used rather arbitrary
friction values as approximation to include the presence of
fuelbreaks, we were still able to interpret the results from the
fuelbreak scenario sets.

In this study we used an isotropic cost algorithm for cost-
distance calculation, not distinguishing between up-hill and
down-hill fire spread. As the down-hill rate of spread signifi-
cantly decreases on down-hill fire spread (Van Wagner, 1988),
we thus overestimate in general the cost-distances. Though
this overestimation still enables a direct comparison of dif-
ferent scenarios, the implementation of an anisotropic cost
algorithm would result in a finer and more realistic cost-
surface structure. In fact, except for Michels et al. (2001), none

of the cited studies makes an explicit difference between
up-hill and down-hill movements all using isotropic cost
algorithms of some sort. Depending on data resolution and
the movement process in question, the application of an
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nisotropic algorithm might not always be necessary to carry
ut a cost-distance analysis. But the explicit directional dis-
inction accounted for by an anisotropic cost algorithm gains

ore and more importance with higher data resolution and
pecially when investigating the dispersal of contagious dis-
urbances across a landscape.

These findings attest to the operational possibilities of the
rocedure as a tool for land and forest management. It is easy
o implement and can be used to evaluate the structural influ-
nce of changes in the vegetation cover on fire spread across
he landscape. Additionally, it may provide support to the use
f dynamic fire behaviour prediction models by shortlisting
lternative landscape scenarios.

From a more general perspective, the approach presented
ere may involve advances in two aspects of ecological mod-
lling. On one hand, it implements an operational definition of
egional connectivity, whereby its structural and spatial com-
onents are explicitly isolated. More commonly, connectivity

s assessed through the outcome of some dynamic process,
ither a species population dispersal or, in the analogous
ase of this work, fire behaviour simulation. As a result, the
andscape contribution is treated implicitly and cannot be sep-
rated from the process under consideration. On the other
and, the use of fractal dimension and other descriptors of
he spatial structure to compare maps of continuous variables

ay represent a useful procedure for the further use of spa-
ial information, such as scale, in numerical models. It all boils
own to the yet unsolved challenge of controlling the spatial
imension, which means not only to enter into the space, but
lso to be able to get out of it.
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